AQUA CREEK PRODUCTS

THE PATRIOT PORTABLE PRO POOL LIFT™
ITEM # F -12PPL- HD

The Patriot Portable Pro Pool Lift™is the only completely portable,
Independently certified ADA compliant aquatic lift on the market
that has a 450lb* (204kg) lifting capacity. This lift requires no anchors and can easily be removed from poolside when not needed.
The lift features a compact, low profile frame that does not intrude
into the pool when not being used. A unique sliding mechanism
allows the lift to be transported easily on its cart and then lowered
onto the pool deck for use without fastening any hardware.
FEATURES
450lb* (204kg) lifting capacity
Rechargeable 24v battery operation
Independently certified ADA compliant and safe for commercial use
Submergible hand-held push button controls
Adjustable lap belt
Adjustable & removable footrest
Dual flip up arm rests
Field convertible to an anchored lift
Five year Pro-rated warranty

1
Roll the Patriot lift to poolside

2
Tilt the lift back
on the cart

3
Slide the lift down to
the deck, lock the pressure foot and it is ready
to use!
Optional Headrest:
Item # F-422PLH and
optional Chest Strap:
Item # F-423CS

OPTIONS
Headrest Item #F-422PLH
Chest strap Item #F-423CS
Cover Item #F-12PPC
Pull Out Leg Rest: Item #F-105LAR

SPECIFICATIONS
Materials: Stainless Steel
Finish: White epoxy powder coating
Actuator: Battery operated linear actuator
Overall height: 41 3/8” (105cm)
Overall width: 50 5/8” (128.5cm)
Overall length: 53 3/8” (135.5cm)
Set back range: 0-10” (0-25.4cm) maximum
Clearances: 25” (63.5cm) lowering depth
Counter weight: 11 ea 60 pound (27kg) fiberglass and rebar reinforced concrete weights
Ships via: Truck freight in two crates
Total ship weight: 1,075 Pounds (488kgs)

*Weight capacity is 400 pounds for pools with deck to water level greater than 6 inches

PROUDLY SOLD BY
Keep your lift looking
new with the addition
of a protective cover
Item # F-12PPC
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